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SCIENCE: Living Things

Emily’s Senior infants worked on the theme
of Spring/Farm. We planted lettuce and
corn. We discussed how seeds grow and
spoke about compost. We monitored their
growth and watered them every day.



SCIENCE: Living Things
Niamh’s 1st class grew cress seeds. 



SCIENCE: Living Things

Louise's Junior Infants planted their first
bean seeds in their new school. They
learned that plants need sunlight and water
to grow. They did a great job looking after
their seeds. Look at how they watered them
to help them grow. Well done junior
gardeners!



SCIENCE: 
Energy and 
Forces

Look at the video made
by Keita in Bernadette's
2nd class to investigate
floating and sinking. He
used different materials
such as fruit skins and
tinfoil to see which
material would sink first
and which was better at
floating. Click on the link
to see the video.

• https://griffeenvalleyetn
s.padlet.org/gvetnsteach
er/DPSM_Videos_2020

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_2020


SCIENCE: 
Energy and 
Forces

During our STEM Themed
Week the children in
Bernadette, Yvonne and
Robert's class investigated
static electricity while at
home during lockdown.
They blew up balloons
and tore up small pieces
of paper. Look at what
happened when they
rubbed the balloon on
their clothes. The pieces
of paper stuck to the
balloon. The balloon also
stuck to the wall.



SCIENCE: 
Energy and 
Forces

Click on the video link to see some of the 
balloon experiments from 2nd class.

• https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetns
teacher/DPSM_Videos_2020

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_2020


Science Energy 
and Forces

How to make Lightning

• By Matthew 4th Class

• Luke 2nd Class

• During our STEM Themed week two 
brothers from 2nd and 4th class 
investigated how to make lightening 
at home . Read on to find out how 
they did it......



SCIENCE: 
Energy and 
Forces

• What you need!
v Rubber Gloves
v Plastic fork
v Rubber balloon
v Cutting board
v Hair

• What we did!
✓ Put the tin foil around the plastic 

fork.
✓ Put on your rubber glove and hold 

the balloon with your rubber glove.
✓ Rub your balloon in your hair for 1 

min.
✓ When your done don’t let anything 

touch the balloon then put the 
balloon on the chopping board.

✓ Then take the tin foiled fork in your 
rubber glove hand and put it on the 
balloon and put your hand on the 
foil and you should hear a click and 
see a spark.

✓ That means you did it right.



SCIENCE: 
Materials
We celebrated Science Week in
November 2019. Bernadette’s
2nd Class have been carrying
out some colourful
experiments. Have a read of
their Scientific Write Ups
too. They are very impressive.
I’m sure it was very hard not to
eat the skittles?



SCIENCE: 
Materials
This is how we wrote our
experiment in 2nd class.



SCIENCE: Materials

This is how we wrote our experiment in 2nd class
on how to make slime. We made pink slime.



SCIENCE: Materials

Yvonne's 2nd class did a
stickman experiment. They
used a whiteboard marker and
drew a stickman on ceramic
plates. Then they added water.
It was like magic! The
stickman appeared to come to
life and floated on the surface
of the water. They soon
discovered it was not magic
but that the ink in the marker
does not dissolve in water and
that the buoyancy force pulled
the stickman to the surface.



SCIENCE: 
Materials

We made a short video and watched the stickman
dance. Click on the link to see our video.

• https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnst
eacher/DPSM_Videos_2020

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_2020


SCIENCE: 
Living things 

and 
Materials 

and Change

In early March Laura from our SET team did an experiment with some of our
SET children called, ‘How clean are your hands?’. We wanted to see
how important it is to wash your hands and what happens when you don’t.

• We used some bread and rubbed it on lots of different surfaces; clean
hands, dirty hands, sanitised hands, door handles and table tops to name
a few.

• We were monitoring our bread very closely for a week and then school
had to close.

• We didn’t get to check on our bread for a little while but we managed to
get some photos 3 weeks later and you can see for yourself from the
pictures what the bread looked like.

• What did we learn? Cleaning your hands definitely makes a big difference!
Look how many different types of bacteria had grown on the ‘door handle’
bread and the ‘table top’ bread. Can you imagine if we didn’t wash our
hands regularly and then we went around and touched all of those door
handles and table tops? I don’t think our hands would be too clean –
that’s how germs can spread!

• It was a pity that we couldn’t monitor our project more closely over the
past few weeks but it is definitely food for thought…how clean are your
hands?



SCIENCE: Living things and 
Materials and Change

This is how we set up
our experiment.



SCIENCE: Living things and 
Materials and Change

We rubbed bread on different surfaces.



SCIENCE: Living things and 
Materials and Change

We displayed our experiment for the
whole school to see the results over
time.



SCIENCE: Living things and Materials and Change

Here are the results we observed before the school closed for COVID 19.



SCIENCE: Environmental 
Awareness and Care In Michelle’s 3rd class we

were exploring how to take
care of the planet. We found
out that Centra had released
a fully compostable ‘plastic
bag’ made from potato
peels. After some research
we found that the bag will
have fully decomposed in 90
days so we wanted to put it
to the test. We created
a wormery with layers of
gravel, soil and sand so we
could watch the process.



UNION GLAS: Environmental Awareness and 
Care
• Our Union Glas student committee

(student’s union/green school)
were very proactive this year.
Pupils from 3rd to 6th class met
regularly to discuss many
important issues, including our
environment. A campaign we’re
very proud of is when we asked our
local supermarkets to change from
using plastic bags to compostable
bags. Luckily many of them listened
to us. Our local Centra were so
impressed that they took our
advice. Check out our campaign
video

• https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.or
g/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_20
20

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_2020


STEM Week Our school organised a STEM 
themed week during COVID 19 
lockdown. Here are the guest 
speakers who volunteered to 
participate in our STEM Week.

Our first speaker was Professor 
Luke O'Neill. We learned that 
he is a famous scientist and 
that he works in Trinity 
College. He made a video for 
us about immunology. He also 
spoke to our school. We were 
so lucky to have him as a guest 
speaker. Thank you Luke.

Click on the link to watch 
Professor Luke O'Neill.

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padl
et.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Vi
deos_2020

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_2020


STEM Week We were also really happy to 
hear from another guest 
speaker during our STEM 
themed week called Éanna Ní
Lamhna. We learned that she 
is a scientist and is often on 
the radio and television. She 
told us that she is interested in 
environmental issues and 
wildlife. She has also written 
books about wildlife. She also 
gave us some fun things to do 
outside during STEM Week. 
Thank you Éanna.

Click on the link to watch the 
video Éanna made for our 
school.

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padl
et.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Vi
deos_2020

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_2020


STEM Week Our school were also delighted to 
have a famous Mathematician speak 
to us during our STEM themed week 
His name is Brien Nolan and he 
works in Dublin City University. We 
learned that Maths is used by many 
different people for many different 
jobs. Did you know that Maths is 
being used to work out how the 
COVID 19 virus spreads? We are so 
lucky that Brien lives near to our 
school. He has been really good to 
our school and has come into our 
classrooms to tell us about Maths. 
He even showed us how to make 
dodecahedron. Thank you Brien.

Click on the link to watch the 
video Brian sent to our school 
for STEM Week.

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padl
et.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Vi
deos_2020

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_2020


TECHNOLOGY

Bernadette's 2nd class participated
in Hour of Code with DCU. They
had great fun learning to code
with Minecraft. They are looking
forward to trying it again soon.
Thank you DCU, we had great fun.
Here is the Certificate they
received for their good work.



TECHNOLOGY: 
Micro:bits
Ciara’s 6th class were busy with our
Micro:bits recently. Micro:bits are tiny
computers that can be
programmed. They have small red
lights which can flash and can be
hooked up to other devices. We
learned a lot while working with the
Micro:bits.



TECHNOLOGY: 
Micro:bits

We had great fun programming our
Micro:bits to do different things.



TECHNOLOGY: 
Micro:bits



TECHNOLOGY

Check out our school's STEM blog on 
our website to see what else we got up 
to!

http://www.gvet.ie/stem/

http://www.gvet.ie/stem/


Technology: Lego WeDo

Our school was very lucky this year as we got our first Lego WeDo kits.
Zoe and Donal's 4th classes had the chance to work with the Lego
WeDo kits and made some great creations. Have a look at the videos of
what some children from Donal's 4th class made. We hope you enjoy
them!

Look at the videos we made by clicking the link below:

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_202
0

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_2020


Technology: Lego WeDo



Technology: Lego WeDo



ENGINEERING: Marble 
Runs

Fiona's Senior Infants built
fun marble runs. We think
they are very impressive.
I’m sure there was lots of
fun after all the hard work
building them.



ENGINEERING: 
Marble Runs



ENGINEERING: 
Marble Runs

We used Lego and cubes to design our marble runs.



ENGINEERING: Our Paper aeroplanes

Bernadette’s 2nd Class
were busy engineering
paper aeroplanes during
Engineers Week. They
used the Engineers
Week classroom pack. I
wonder how far they
flew? They look like
they went a long way?
They measured to see
which ones flew the
furthest and marked the
distance with chalk.



ENGINEERING: Our Paper Aeroplanes



ENGINEERING: Visitor

Annette Sohor (mother to a pupil in 6th class and to
a past pupil) and her colleague from IBM came in for
a visit on Tuesday 3rd March 2020. Annette spoke
about the different types of engineers and
highlighted all the different places we can find/ see
engineering i.e. traffic lights, wheelchairs, windmills,
trains, etc. The children explored the importance of
women in engineering and how some of them had
already acted like engineers by using Lego and other
equipment. Then the children in both 3rd classes
became engineers and came up with their own
designs for a water tank. The children were given
materials and advised that water tanks are usually up
high to create pressure so the water could flow out
of the taps. See the attached photos for their
designs. Thank you so much Annette. Click on the
link to see the video Annette made for our school:

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/
DPSM_Videos_2020

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_2020


ENGINEERING: Our Water Tanks



ENGINEERING: Our Water Tanks



ENGINEERING: Building Bridges



ENGINEERING: Building Bridges



ENGINEERING: Building Bridges



ENGINEERING: More Building Bridges

Have a look at the pictures of Jim’s 5th
Class engineering their bridges. Look
very closely and you will see some
wonderful planning and design
work. There is lots of evidence of team
work and careful testing being carried
out as well. These are all things that
engineers need to do to make sure the
things they design are safe and fit for
purpose. Well done all. Looks like there
are some very strong bridges there.



ENGINEERING: More Building Bridges



ENGINEERING: More Building Bridges



ENGINEERING: More Bridges



MATHS

Jim's 5th class worked in groups to collect data
to find out their favourite animal and season.
Look at the results to see the results from their
survey.

They also collected data on their favourite
movie. Here are the results from their survey.



Maths



MATHS

Here are 5th classes favourite subjects.



Maths
Emily's 1st class worked hard 
on shape using tangrams to 
create super shape pictures.



MATHS
We had a special guest speaker who spoke to our school about 

Maths. His name was Brien Nolan. Click on the link to hear what he 
said: 

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_
2020

Emily's 1st class were also practicing number 
work using lots of hands on activities.

https://griffeenvalleyetns.padlet.org/gvetnsteacher/DPSM_Videos_2020


MATHS: Length

• Louise’s Junior 
Infants were 
busy practising 
real life Maths 
by measuring 
each other with 
wool.



MATHS: Length in Junior Infants



STEM Show and Tell
Ed's 5th class worked on a STEMpathy project
with Gerry from Fiosracht who also lectures at
IT Tallaght. They worked in groups of
three/four to create a character with a
particular difficulty and then had to design
something that would help their character with
this difficulty. They spent five weeks
developing their ideas and projects and then
presented them to Gerry and Lucy from IT
Tallaght. Finally, Ed had the difficult job of
choosing a winning project to represent our
school at SciFest which took place at Kishoge
Community College on January 28th 2020.



STEMpathy
Project

The winning group created a character
who experiences anxiety and developed a
wearable device using a Micro:bit to help
their character to communicate with an
adult when they feel anxious. This group
attended SciFest at Kishoge Community
College and had to explain and
demonstrate their project to the judges of
SciFest as well as the attendees. It was a
little nerve-wracking but a fantastic
experience overall! Take a closer look at
the project in the next slides…



STEMpathy Project



STEMpathy Project



STEM Show 
and Tell at 
SciFest



STEM Show and Tell at SciFest
We had a great day and even got a small prize from
the judges for participating.



Thank You

• Thank you to all the staff, pupils and parents of Griffeen Valley 
Educate Together National School for participating and supporting all 
of our fabulous STEM initiatives over the past year.


